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T
he heavy movement of him into
the bed in the early hours half-
woke her, and she turned away
into the wall and fell quickly back

into sleep. No doubt, in the morning, he'd
complain about the perceived ignorance of
this, the non-welcome, and she'd do the
usual thing of pleading tiredness, but the
deeper truth was that she did not like him
when he returned from his weekly
nocturnal gatherings in the woods; the
smoke in his clothes was to her suggestive
somehow of violence, and there was
always a weird kind of light in his eyes
that made him unfamiliar, and therefore
menacing, to her. Plus, of course, there
were the things he made her do. They
were always to be avoided.

Some short time later she woke
again as the phone of the bedside table
pinged twice with an incoming text. She
elbowed herself up and blearily read the
words on the lit-up screen: SORRY AM
LATE COMING NOW SOMETHING VERY
BIG TO SHOW YOU. In a hot lurch of
horror she turned the bedside light on but
of course it was only the dog in the bed
beside her. She put her hand on the big
mastiff body and it vibrated, trembled
against her skin; a powerful dream he
must be having. Another text arrived:
NEARLY THERE. CAN'T WAIT FOR YOU
TO SEE THIS. She got out of bed. On the
stairs her phone pinged again: AM AT THE
END OF THE STREET. I AM SO EXCITED.
In the kitchen the glass of water she

gulped tasted sour, as if contaminated.
The overhead fluorescent hummed and a
smell of damp earth hovered. Another text:
I CANNOT CONTROL MYSELF. In the
front room the light did not wake him,
supine on the sofa, evidently deeply
asleep, but why was he down here? And
why had he not taken his clothes, even his
boots, off, filthy and encrusted as they
were? Ping ping: I AM GOING TO HAVE
SO MUCH FUN WITH YOU. And what were
all those markings on his face? Like
symbols? Done in a fluid that was
beginning to blacken and crack. She bent
over him, perhaps to read, a roaring in her
ears, and the phone in her hand said I'M
COMING IN and then the man on the sofa
began to thrash and convulse and gibber
and the dog began shrieking upstairs and
the front door came in with a giant
splintering boom.

Late Back
by Niall Griffiths
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Beneath the Skin
by Carly Holmes

Y
ou walk to the end of the garden
carrying the meat. Raw, as he
wants it, oozing blood that drips
from your fist in a muddy string of
garnet chips. The gravelled path

hurts your bare feet, reopening just-healed
cuts, and you shiver in the frosted dark,
wishing for a blanket to wrap yourself in.
Wishing for a blanket to cloak the gleam of
your naked back and legs. You still belong
to the house more than the undergrowth
but every step re-wilds you.

If any of the neighbours looked out
of their window now  they'd think you were
a ghost, so pale and incongruous under
the sharp midnight moon. They'd rub their
eyes and turn away from the night, back to
the glow of their lamps, their soft beds.
The next time they saw you, trapped inside
the smooth lines of your blouse and skirt,
they'd have forgotten that creamy glimpse
of buttock swell cradling the tips of your
unbound hair.

You can smell your body's sweat,
heavier than the compost tang of the meat
you hold. Beyond the garden shed, he can
smell it too. You hear him shift as he waits
and you slow until you're barely moving,
playing with him, daring him to leave his
shadowed corner and meet you in the
open. This is your moment of power and
he lets you indulge it. He knows you won't
turn and leave him. You never have.

The gravel gives way to mud and
then you are with him in the deep dark

behind the shed. If you look down you
can't see your body. Your palm in front of
your face is a memory. You could almost
not exist. What you do now and here
doesn't matter.

You hold the meat out with delicate
courtesy and he tears it from you. A tooth
snags the skin of your hand, tunnelling a
wound from wrist to knuckle that you
know will become infected if you don't
clean it properly.

His bites harden your glands to
rocks and you've learnt never to run out of
antiseptic potions.

His meal is gone in noisy seconds.
You could have brought more. One piece of
meat in each fist at least, it wasn't as if
you didn't have a freezer full of flesh, but
you like his hunger too much. You just
don't admit that to yourself.

He takes your hand into his mouth,
gently now, and sucks the blood from it,
nibbling at the tiny scraps of meat trapped
under your long nails.

His tongue is rough and his breath a
thick soup of rot and saliva. You stay still
and calm, not wanting to excite him into
snapping. His jaw muscles are knotty with
restraint. When he's licked you clean he
moves away and works the ground for
stray morsels that may have fallen, teasing
the earth with yellowed claws. You wrap
your arms around your ribs and wait.
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And then he finishes his search and
returns to you, as he always does. His
warmth presses against your thighs and
rises up, over your stomach as he covers
you. He pushes on your shoulders until
you crumple beneath the weight of him
and then he turns you with fierce speed so
that you are on your hands and knees,
face pressed into the ivy trails along the
side of the shed. You have a moment to feel
the sting of stones against your palms and
shins. You shift slightly but you don't
speak.

The sex undoes your human self,
makes a monster of you. It's a mating
without sentiment or intimacy, a wordless
thrusting. You arch and rock against him,
spit and claw with a cat's venom when he
finally withdraws and releases his grip on
the hackles you imagine spiked on the
back of your neck.

He becomes wary, circling around
you to reach the ripped fence and the wood
beyond your garden. He doesn't look back
as you stand and limp to the path and the
moonlit walk back to your home. This is
always how it ends. You may pause to
listen to the fading sound of him thrashing
through the trees, and sometimes you lay
curled on the ground for hours, but he
never returns.

As you stand in the shower
afterwards, watching the slide of sperm

and mud pool around your feet, you think
of the bargain struck those years ago, your
agreement to feed him in all the ways you
can, to keep your neighbours safe from
violence. The flimsiness of their doors and
windows, the sweet skin of their children.
And only you to stand as guard and
keeper.

You don't think about why you never feed
him quite enough. You don't think about
how weary he seems when he has eaten,
how if you turned and walked away you
doubt he'd pursue you.

As you dry yourself and inspect your
bruises, smooth plasters over the cuts and
scrapes, you're already calculating how
long that single wedge of meat can sustain
him and when he will return. The bargain
struck all those years ago, to stand
between your neighbours and the wild
thing that threatens them, has become
something else. But you don't think about
that.

You go to bed and stretch the ache from
your limbs and touch your fingers to the
soreness between your thighs. Abrasions
that tug pleasure from you in jerks and
shocks.  You roll away from the slack
warmth of your husband, pull the sheets
up to your chin, and then turn onto your
side and sleep through the night until
morning.
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O
ur voices pierce through the
leaden darkness to your
straining ears. Far away. Yet
somehow close.

You call out. To us, or someone
beyond? What is it that you remember?

*

You remember the valley. So still. So
quiet. The abandoned mediaeval convent
with its stone carcass spewing guts of fern
frond and coiled bramble, lichen creeping
like faded bloodlines over the flint-peeling
skin of it all. An acclaimed archaeologist, you
were sent by the university to make records
of this deserted place.

You remember a pink mist powdering
the peaks of the hills towering over the
sacred valley; the grass pale and verdigris,
anointed with holy droplets of the morning
dew. You remember one wall of this
dilapidated convent, unbroken by
weathering, wars, or thieves. You remember:
gauging out a hole with your desecrating
implements; discovering a cavity in the fabric
of the wall; hacking away at the masonry
until able to walk into the space between.
And then the bones, our bones. As if a stucco
or bas-relief embellishment on the wall. Ours
are the first excavated bones that appear to
you in the likeness of the women we once
were. The dragline scratches from desperate
fingers ploughed deep into the walls – pieces
of fingernail protruding from the nicks in the
stonework.

You remember stories from far-off
places – about what those sisters and
brothers in the houses of piety used to do to
those less virtuous.

You remember touching our milk-white
bones, sudden memories of your past sins
overcoming you – every lie, every illicit love
affair, every cheat… We, the bones, will tell
you: no one is so pure that they can escape
the judgement of the wall. Stone by stone, the
shameful misdemeanours of your past
rebuild the hole in the wall behind you. There
is no sanctuary of daylight for sinners.

*

This is what you remember, and you
will try calling out. But this will only embed
you further into the wall, as it purges your
sins from the world. You will smell your own
flesh begin to rot in the cold dampness of our
stone encasement. And yet still, this is not
the final judgement.

We are the voices of the sinners, who
are immured with you. We, your eternal
brethren, will cleanse you by devouring the
sins from your flesh, from your bones, with
our unquenchable appetite.

Yes, you will try calling out – before we
take your tongue. But know this as your last
remembrance: even the undying screams of
your soul will be met only with the replies of
history echoing between the confines of this
stone.

The Confines of Sin
by Jane Roberts
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Anguilla Place
by Mark Blayney

O
ne afternoon, Ondine’s skin
began flaking. She thought she
might be allergic to the machine
coffee or that it was something to
do with the strip lights or the

chemicals the computer screens were
cleaned with. On the bus home she
discovered she could lift a translucent flap of
skin some six inches long away from her arm.
When people looked at her, she left it alone.

     Simon came round and noticed nothing,
to her relief. She had a fairly large G&T
because she noticed another layer of
diaphanous skin was peeling from the other
arm. Simon chatted about vertical shift and
organisational matrixes, and Ondine nodded
when he glanced over to see if she was paying
attention.

     In the night she dreamt of swimming. The
next day snakeskin-like lattices hung from
each foot. She examined them, astonished by
the perfect ghosts of phalanx, metatarsal,
tibia, fibula. They were socks made from
snowflakes. She pulled at the left one, but it
did not break. Hastily she tucked the skin
into tights and dressed while Simon snored.

     More skin from her arms shifted its way
downwards over the course of the day.
Blushing furiously as people nudged each
other, Ondine rang her GP. Skin complaints
are not urgent; an appointment was made for
her in three weeks’ time. After lunch she was
taken aside by the HR director. ‘Is it
contagious?’ she was asked in a sympathetic
murmur. ‘Only, we don’t want anyone
catching it.’

    ‘No, I don’t think so,’ Ondine said.

    ‘Even so, perhaps it would be best if you
take some time off. At least until it’s sorted.’

     Ondine refused, but was handed a pink
form and a pen. ‘Sign it.’

     On the way home she tried to tell herself
how much she hated the job anyway. But it’s
a job, an anxious voice in her head said; you
need a job.

     Over the next week Simon declined three
dates, claiming pressure of work, and didn’t
come round on Saturday either. Eventually
the expected text arrived. It’s not you, he
said, it’s me. Unoriginal to the end. Ondine
poured two G&Ts and drank both of them,
alternating sips from each glass.

     Her skin felt shiny, smooth, new; when
she squeezed it, it sprang back into place.
This was an excellent thing to happen; why
didn’t everyone do it? The bodystocking of
skin that trailed after her was beautiful, not
disgusting. With no need to leave the house,
Ondine closed the curtains and found it more
comfortable to stay naked. One morning she
found herself nailing the curtains down,
although she didn’t remember making the
decision. It was a way of nailing out bills, rent
and food, she supposed.

     At night she liked to climb into the loft and
breathe the woody smell and the mildewy,
mouldy aroma of the old brickwork. There
was no light bulb up there, but she didn’t
especially miss it. She kept the heating off.
On moon nights she liked to trace its
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progress past the boxy window, guiding
everyone below through their rhythms of
work, sleep, sex and digestion.

     After a month, with brown envelopes piling
up behind the door, she realised it was highly
probable she could fly. The skin trailing from
her feet was about to drop off, so that would
be no impediment. She tested the theory by

flapping her arms, and found they made a
satisfying swishing sound. So that was proof
then. She wriggled through the loft window
and touched the roof tiles, enjoying their
cold, snail-shell feel. She jumped off.

     And she flew. And as far as I know, she is
still flying.

Tick
by Rebecca F. John

T
he tick of it.  So regular it would
shame even the steadiest human
heart.  It clanks around Eddie’s
cell, mechanical, but made
breathless somehow by the eternal

lack of a tock.  Tick, tick, tick.  It is a
reminder of the uniformity that awaits him;
the transformation that was his only choice.

 “Are you ready?”

Eddie does not move; does not even shake his
head – no – as he wants to.  A movement will
push the process forward.

 “Delaney?”  His surname.  Two years
since anyone called him Eddie.  Two years
since he heard her voice.  Two years and
forever, and his crime was such a small one
really.

 Only his eyes shift as he studies the
machine’s dimensions.  A grimy half-moon
shows him steel shoulders cut broadly, a
strong breadth of chest, a sturdy waist, legs
built long for speed and thick for impact.
Eddie remembers his own body being shaped
this way.  Now, there is no part of him so
heavy as his mind.

 The machine’s heart ticks and ticks,
thunderclapping against the damp-mapped

cell walls.  Eddie traces a glinting dribble of
rainwater towards the floor, looking at
anything but the staring hollows of its eyes.
Soon, he will be looking out through them,
the mirror of himself.  Soon, his body will be
strong again.

 “You’ll notice the construction of the
chest-plate…” the medical officer is saying,
but Eddie refuses to hear it.  He has filled
himself, right down to the tides of his blood,
with the song of his girl.  She has turned five
now, without him.  Her words will be crisp,
pure sounds.  Eddie is nothing but a spectral
idea which catches, sometimes, at the frayed
edges of her sleep.  But he is coming back to
her.  At night, he sits and chants out the
thought – I’m coming, I’m coming – and prays
he can stretch the promise far enough to
deposit it in her dreams.

 “… the skull, reinforced of course,” the
officer continues, “ so that the inserted body
is never damaged.”

 “And the exterior?” Eddie’s guard asks.

 “Can be damaged, yes, but never
completely destroyed.  It’s intelligent.  Self-
repairing.”
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 “But the eyes … The eyes will be –” The
guard bends to peer into the machine’s face.

 “His own, yes,” the officer answers,
“but protected by an unbreakable synthetic.”

 Eddie glances down to consider the
tapered shards of his arm bones.  He’d
known about the soldiers before his arrest.
What he hadn’t known was how they were
recruited; that his punishment for thieving
the milk-quart his girl needed would be a
choice, between a slow prison starvation and
the quick surrender to a different kind of
battle.

 The machine clangs on, waiting for
him.  Tick, tick, tick: the new measure of his
existence.  He stands and takes his first step
towards his daughter.

 “How long will it be,” he asks, “before
I’m decommissioned?”  He has to count the
fear away; to quiet the ticking with the
knowledge that eventually it will stop.  In a
century, perhaps, the technology will have
degraded beyond repair.

The two men turn confused frowns on him.
“But … there is no decommission,” the officer
answers.  And Eddie understands then why
the Fourth War will never end.  The order to
stop fighting will never be issued.

 “Sorry, Eddie,” his guard mutters.  “It’s
…”

But Eddie only shakes his head.  “I’m ready.”

“You’re sure?”

“Yes,” he answers.  “Yes.”  Because
somewhere, his own blood is surging around
an abandoned little girl’s body, and it is
calling him back to her.  And he is coming.

The machine clangs on,

waiting for him.

            Tick…
Tick…

         Tick…
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All Our Stories
End Like This

by Ashley Stokes

A
 man in a gorilla suit had

been watching them from the

trees. That’s what she’d said

the night he took her to the

stones. It’s what he told us

afterwards.

 He’d bought her drinks in the

Chequers. Eventually she’d given in and let

him drive her to the river. She didn’t say

anything in the carpark when he pulled a

blanket from the boot. If one of us had

pulled a blanket from our boot, she would

have smirked and tapped her foot until we

put it back.

 At the stones he spread the blanket

on the grass. The river glistened in the

moonlight. She slipped out of her dress. Her

bra looked like it could easily stain, he told

her, so he got it off her and hung it on a

branch. For safekeeping, he said. She found

this hilarious. She wouldn’t have laughed if

one of us had taken her bra for safekeeping.

 Next, she held him close and rolled

her head from side to side. Not thrashing,

he told us. Like she was enjoying herself.

And just as the night was at its warmest,

when he must have thought that he’d done

it, and she that she belonged here, with only

the two of them together, and the river as it

rushed through the steppingstones, and the

breeze that hissed in the bushes, she

stopped.

 She caught his chin with her head as

she scrambled up. She swiped her bra from

the branch and stuffed it in her bag. She

nearly toppled over as she fought with her

dress. He just stood there rubbing his jaw.

She wanted to go back to the car. She

wanted him to take her home, but he wasn’t

happy that in the trees some bloke in a

gorilla suit had been watching their special

moment, or whatever it was they had

shared.

 He looked across the river to where

she had pointed.

 It was so dark he could only make out

the trees as a solid twitching mass.

 We don’t know whether he thought

that if he proved she’d seen only flickering

shadows, the dress would slither away

again. The bra would flip back to the

branch. We don’t know if he needed to prove

to her, or to us, that he’s a big man after all.

We don’t know if he needed to prove he’s
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more than a customer service grunt who

has to sit around with the likes of us,

listening to the likes of us talk about the

likes of her.

 We do know he regrets that he left her

there.

 We know because he told us.

 That night he told her to stay put. He

would have used her proper name, we

reckon, even though it was a mouthful:

Antonina. In the office, we always called her

Kournikova, even though we knew she was

Polish, not Russian. We think this has

something to do with how he got her to the

stones in the first place.

 God knows what he was thinking

about as he made his way across all

seventeen of the steppingstones. One of us

might have been worried about falling in –

you can catch rat syphilis from that river –

or we might have been crapping ourselves

that a bloke in a gorilla suit was lurking in

the trees. He was probably going over how

he’d got her to come down to the stones. He

might have been thinking about the

afternoon he strode over to her desk, all

purposeful, like. When he was halfway there

she took a call, so he changed tack in a nifty

fashion when one of us would have aborted

the mission. He went over to the coffee

machine. He made two drinks. He paused in

the archway, not making eye contact with

any of us while he watched her finish her

call. When she was done, he went over and

put a cup down next to her. We couldn’t

hear what he whispered. He went back to

his desk and clattered his keyboard. Five

minutes later, she went over. She stood

there with her hands clasped over her waist.

Now she said something to him that none of

us heard. She walked back to her desk,

giving us the smirk all the way.

 In the past we had asked her to the

golf club and we had asked her to the

Chicago Rock after work. She’d always said

no. He mentions some poncey poetry recital

or jazz night where a bloke with a beard

tries to bore out your eardrums, and she’s

more or less promising to take off her bra

and let him sling it at a tree.

 We know that he didn’t go as far as

this to turn her head. He’s not that much of

a prat. We do know that he took her to the

Chequers. In the days that followed, people

reported they had seen Kournikova and a

bloke there that night. He wasn’t drinking

but she was. He must have had it all out

planned out.

 But he might not have pondered any

of this. Maybe he was just thinking about

her kiss he could still feel smeared around

his mouth. Maybe he was thinking about

her thighs, the way they had rubbed up

against his own, back there in the warm

darkness on the other side of the river.

 When he reached the concrete

platform on the far bank, he looked back.

She was still standing there, the blanket

around her shoulders now. He waved and

walked along the bank to where she had

pointed. He waited and scanned the trees.

He walked away from the bank and into the

trees, our man without fear, and called out.

 ‘’Who’s there? Show yourself.’

 Plank.

 There’s only the hill out there.
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 The hill and the forest.

 The fort and the folly.

 The tank traps and pillboxes.

 The Zig Zag Road.

 He circled back. When he arrived at

the concrete platform, he couldn’t see her on

the other bank. He crossed the stones. The

blanket was there. She was not.

 He wasn’t frightened yet, he told us,

but he was unnerved. Unlike any of us, he’s

the sort of bloke who knows the difference

between frightened and unnerved.

 At first he thought she might have

followed him and they’d missed each other in

the trees. She wasn’t up the path, though he

couldn’t see very far in that direction.

 We don’t know if he thought it had

been a schoolboy error to leave her on her

own. You don’t leave them on their own, not

at the stones. He should have known this. He

knows it now.

  He assumed she’d gone back to the

car. He took the blanket and walked that

way.

 She wasn’t waiting there.

 He rang her mobile.

 She didn’t answer.

 For the first time he realized that he

didn’t know her very well. A terrible feeling

that he’d behaved badly towards her came

over him. He still had that luxury then. He

tried to work out how far she could have

walked in the ten or so minutes he’d been

gone. He drove slowly as far as he thought

she could have walked. He parked the car

and waited.

 During this time, he was full of

disappointment with himself, for abandoning

her in a strange place to look for a bloke in a

gorilla suit and shout at some trees in the

dark. The clever part of him knew she was

OK. She would have called a cab already. She

would be home soon. Her phone had died

and she would pick up when it was back on

charge. Or she was simply in a strop with

him, playing it cool now.

 After forty-five minutes, it got too

much for him. He called the police.

They kept him in for twenty-four hours.

They’re still not satisfied he had nothing to

do with it.

We found him eventually. We listened to

what he had to say. We told him we believed

him. We told him that we had seen it, too. We

had seen it at the folly and we had seen it at

the fort. We had seen it stumble against tank

traps and hide behind a pillbox. We had seen

it in Boxlands and Pinehurst and on the

banks of the River Mole. We had seen it at the

summit, by the memorial, staring out at the

red lights of Gatwick, the white lights of

Dorking. We had seen it in our rear-view,

bedraggled, grass-stained, barefoot, not

knowing where it was and far too proud as it

shuffled down the Zig Zag Road towards the

Smith and Western diner.  We’d always seen

it. We’d always known. All our stories end

like this.
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Jilt
by Angela Readman

I
looked beautiful and did everything right.

Everyone said so. In a limo with ribbons on

the bonnet, I shrugged when they told me

the groom hadn’t arrived.

   ‘He’s always late!’ I laughed, catching a flicker

in the corner of my eye, ‘we’ll just drive around

the block a few times. Not often I get to ride in a

car like this.’

  Two hours later, the lilies in my lap were starting

to hang their heads. He wasn’t coming. People

looked at their shoes and whispered, That poor

girl, and she looked so beautiful…as if I was dead.

The scent of something sweetly rotten drifted

around me, something like dried roses powdered

by rain. Over my shoulder, I caught a glance of a

dress, gauzy as paper in a puddle. I shook my

head. Hard. I wasn’t ready to stop being beautiful

yet.

   ‘Hey, there’s a party all set up and paid for,' I

said. 'Let’s go!’

   In the room above the pub, people ate canapes

and drank the fizz. The photographer hovered,

snapping pictures of me wrapping sandwiches in

cellophane.

  ‘You’re an amazing woman,’ my father said. He

placed his arm on my shoulder as if the lace was

snow that would dissolve in his hand.

    The flick flick flickering started again, a glimpse

of a woman I couldn’t quite catch, just behind

me. Light as feathers stroking my neck, she

whispered, Come…

  Sod that. I squeaked as many balloon’s as my

cousin’s could stand into my aunt’s mini, and

wondered how, in less than a day, I’d gone from

being a beautiful girl, to an amazing woman.

  I didn’t catch her until the quiche was in the

freezer. The flowers all sent to the hospice, I sat

in the flat and stared at the cake, determined

there’d be no waste. Tomorrow, I’d slice slabs to

give out on the street. I’d knock on doors, find a

children’s party and shove my heart-shaped

balloons into their hands.

   ‘You sat right here, blowing them up with him,’

someone said.

   Miss Havisham drifted in wearing a veil of

cobwebs and a gown the colour of smoke. I

fingered a balloon filled with his breath, as if I

could undo the knot and let it breathe in my ear.

   ‘That’s right…’ she said, ‘just sit, as you are, no

need to take off the dress.’

  She sat on the couch, icy breath wafting over

me, surrounding me in a shell of grief. Not grief

for someone dying, but a passing of some other

kind.

   ‘I should cover the cake,’ I said, 'so it doesn't

spoil,' I didn't move.

   Miss Haversham placed a hand on my arm. I

sat with her, watching the moonlight creep into

the room, and settle like silver dust on the cake.

Tomorrow, or the day after, I'd cut into the

frosting, and, piece by piece, give it away.
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The Luminous Valley
by Georgia Carys Williams

T
he depression in the

hills is alluring to

some, but either side

of it, where the earth reaches

up to the sky, the air is

spoiled by something

unforgiving. The villagers have

been struck by lightning so

many times that their

memories are slowly being

extinguished. Every day is the

same. Men guide white-eyed

sheep for no reason and bark

at the cows, children run back

and forth until their legs

collapse, while mothers watch

with hollow mouths. Each

villager has a scar that

branches out from the cheek,

as though there is electricity

within, ready to bolt out at an

unpredictable moment; and

yet, close up, their pupils are

as dark and fathomless as the

barrels of a shotgun.

 I had thought I would

be safe when I wandered into

the valley; never expected

each blade of grass to stand

tall, and every sound to make

its way inside my head when

the weather changed; for the

rain to knock on the villagers'

doors and lure them up one of

those hills as though to

worship something

magnificent. The sky has a

way of speaking to those who

no longer have a language.

 And there it is, now.

Every night, the villagers

gather beneath the scorched

trees at the highest point.

Their hair rises as though it is

being pulled by strings, and I

hear the buzz of their bodies

as the sky lowers around

them. Then, one strike is all it

takes, for each body to turn

bunsen blue, and for them to

become white ghosts whose

lips are trying to scream.

When they bow to the ground,

I know it's too late; their

worlds have ripped right down

the centre and their brains

will go up in smoke.

 By dawn, life, in its

broken way, begins again. The

villagers who are still alive,

walk out into the Luminous

Valley to drag the perished

animals into the river. Then,

they take turns to bury their

dead. Hands stick up like

branches and heads loll above

the soil. From far away, they

will look like faces growing

from the hills; smiling heads

waiting to be torn out by the

hair. They watch the birds

dance in circles. In a few

hours, the valley will turn

angry again. It will try to

tempt us, and no one will

remember not to follow.

 "Did you hear the rain?

Did you hear that rumble?"

the villagers ask me, as I open

the door. I find myself

nodding. I walk behind them.

You see, up close, even death

can look luminous. My hair

has left my neck cold, and for

a moment, as the sky turns

electric blue, everything is a

painful kind of Heaven. But

tell me, how many times must

I be struck? When the world

burns too brightly, you only

see the darkness around it.
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If you look down you

can't see your body.

Your palm in front of your face is a

 memory.

You could almost not exist.

What you do now and here

doesn't matter.
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In the Flames of the
King James Bible

by Gary Raymond

T
hey burned her as the sun set, and the tide

consumed the causeway; they burned her as

the crested waves spiked and crashed upon

the knuckled rocks, and the silent gulls circled

beneath the black clouds, the chanting slipping

away into the air as the flames licked higher, the

faces locked onto the light, lips apart to a man,

woman and child, even one hand protectively upon

a toddler’s shoulder, the child mesmerised by the

dancing fire, the crisping flesh and the silver smoke,

and the adults connected to one another only by the

ground beneath their feet, the earth to which they

were so dedicated, and the flames shone like two

small torches in the irises of the Priest, his cape, his

gauntlets, his wide-brimmed hat cutting him a

powerful figure ahead of the rest on the knoll, his

arms raised at first but then dropping to his sides as

the scene went on, on into the thick blackness of the

night, up into the reaches of the blue black sky,

frozen as the edges of the earth, frozen as the sharp

edges of the street, pointed to crests aside the mud-

soup concourse, the grey-black mud, those

grotesque walkways in the town where they said the

only way to warm up was to drink yourself to death,

or engulf in the flames of the King James Bible, and,

as tradition dictated, take a witch and march her out

to the Isle of Bones and bright the night sky with her

wails and cries, and paint that hopeless harvest with

her sacrificial juices, and be damned those meagre

voices who said it was a curse that damned their

town, the curse that came with flames and the

debauched pandemonium that clawed them in their

gelid huts, in their gelid huddles and that wheezing

wooden shack they called their church, and ignore

these claims they did, scoff at these warnings they

did, and the Priest from his blackened pulpit raised

his arms, and the eyes of his congregation closed in

unified elation, beatified one-ness, the need to find

their annual witch watering from their yellowed

eyes, twisting their bones like arthritis, and they

would plan and scheme and snicker and gripe, and

the Priest would stand over them with his arms

raised and his head back and a tumescent glow

would throb around him, and to him, to him at least,

the earth would tremble, building to a Godly quake

as the bonfire finally lit and the witch wailed and

spat and screamed and cawed, before her skin

began to sag and her hair sparked and her tongue

burst and her nails curled back and blackened and

her eyeballs split and dripped, and the townsfolk

would watch and their furies would subside and the

ground beneath the Priest would steady, and they

would be renewed in the flames of the King James

Bible, and their breathing would calm, and their

eyes would whiten, and their bones would unbend,

and they would stand on that Isle of Bones until the

tide went back and the sun came up, and then they

would traipse through the always-sodden earth back

to the town that never shone, but only in the flames

of the King James Bible.
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The Wild Hunt
by Bethany W. Pope

A
rtús is a word that every raven can say,

and so all his fellows know it. When his

blue-black subjects gather in their

ragged, tree-top unkindnesses, they clack his

legends from beak to ear-hole, spinning their

croaks around and around the tangled tree-

tops; a cyclone of noise that makes the odd

humans who hear it (lost hikers and slowly

starving, purposefully abandoned children)

gather their torn

collars close

about their

scrawny, naked

necks.

The story

of Artús is

favoured by

mothers who

know that their

duty is to prepare

this year's

children for what

will likely be a

brief and brutal

life. Those who survive, in their turn, give it

back to the sparse-plumed, blind elders as a

means of easing their passage into the hot,

pine-and-blood scented hall of the one-eyed

God of All Ravens who spreads his broad

thighs across a throne made of wolf-skulls

and drinks from an ever-brimming ram's

horn full of the vein-wine of dead human

warriors.

They say that Artús was once born a

man, as weak and pink as any mortal

whelping. They say that his mother was a

Queen who was tricked by his father. They

say that he spurted his warmth into her

womb under false

pretenses,

wearing her

mate's skinned

face as a mask

and clad in the

dead man's

strong-scented

cloak. Artús was

born with more

than one name,

and this is why

(when his need

was dire) he was

able to shift.

They say that Artús served two gods,

gods who did not know that they were

conjoined twins. One rose in the South,

bright like the sun, as death-and-birth prone

as that fiery circle. The other, the raven God,

The ravens mention love,
of course,

a bastard son,
a god-touched cup,

and a bright,
clean castle on the hill…
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came down from the North and was caught on

the back of that same cycle. When one rose,

the other died, and then the wheel turned back

again.

If anyone had asked Artús, when he was

naked, pink, and armed like a man, he would

have claimed that he only knew the God from

South. He learned the truth when he entered

the forest.

'What,' the tired mother clacks, 'did he

think those Wild Hunts of his were, if not the

raven's kind of

worship?'

The

ravens

mention love,

of course, a

bastard son, a

god-touched

cup, and a

bright, clean

castle on the

hill, but these

tales are less

important to

them than

they are to human people. The ravens are more

concerned with what came after Artús spied

the white stag with the gold cross in its terrible

ivory rack of antlers and plunged after that

beast, deep into the forest, to win the secret

desire of his heart – which he got. They tell of

the way that the knights and servants that the

High King brought with him dropped off, one

by one, rebuffed by the ever-shrinking path,

until he was alone in the thorned shadows of

the bracken. They speak of bringing the animal

down, mid-leap, with a black-fletched arrow,

detangling the cross (which he kissed) before

setting it aside, frightened at the body heat and

blood-throb that rose from the metal. They

speak of slitting the pale-pelted skin from

sternum to navel, spreading the St George's

Cross red across that white field. They

describe, in great detail, the sound of those

albino ribs cracking to release the sullen

stench of marrow.

The old raven-mothers lean in close to

their squabs and spin a word-spell, so vivid

that even their frailest progeny can peer in

close and watch the naked, stained Artús

reach into the

wound he forced

into that cavity

and draw his red

right arm out

into the light to

settle his teeth

into that still-

beating heart.

'And that'

they say, with a

whistle and a

wink, 'is how the

king became one

with us.'

Mothers draw their children close into

their furnace-burning bodies, children caress

their dying elders, gently, with their razor-

edged beaks. The dying are always the ones

who finish the story, and the breath that

forces these sentences is always the

speaker's last. 'The humans say,' the ragged

one breathes, looking into another world with

eyes the shade of milk and water, 'that

someday Artús will return to them. We know

that he has never truly left. Death is a door

that opens, closes, and opens again. We do

not end in rot, and darkness.'

They say that
he spurted his warmth

into her womb
under false pretences
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The Initiation
by Steph Power

D
r Richards tensed, listened for a

moment more, then wordlessly cut

the call. In spite of himself, he could

feel his shirt, clammy against his skin. It was

possible, but the schedule would need re-

arranging, and time was already short. He

resented these amateurs; disdained their

unpredictable whims and predictable

ignorance. But so be it, if that’s what they

wanted - they were the Funders.

He walked across the lobby towards the

receptionist’s smile. “Any messages?” “Not

today, sir.” Pocketing the key, Richards took

the stairs slowly, deliberately. By the time he

flipped on the bathroom light, he’d changed

his mind. He’d worked too hard and at too

personal a cost to risk losing tonight’s

window. Standing at the mirror, he picked at

the edge of his face, inserted a fingernail and

carefully peeled away the mask. The mass of

scars beneath shone lividly back at him.

It was a while before the knock came at

the door. Soft and almost tender, it could have

been a lover calling. Maybe it was in a way.

This was a business of strange loyalties and

even stranger passions few outside it would

understand. Science at the illicit, cutting edge.

Adams didn’t give him a second glance.

“You’ve heard, I take it?” His question

betrayed a parallel, tight fury to his own.

“Yes.” Richards shut the laptop. “I’m afraid we

need to go to the Farm. I’ve just initiated the

process.” Barely perceptibly, the radiographer

hesitated, swallowed the questions, then

nodded. They would have to move fast.

The rear staircase was deserted. On the road

there were just a few stragglers, blearily

making their way home from ordinary jobs in

ordinary offices. Richards noted their pre-

programmed, false innocence with a new

clarity. That would all change very soon - and

yet they would never know how or when it had

happened. Even the security guards were

unusually oblivious this evening. “Anything to

report?” “Not this evening, sir.” Neither gave

him a second glance.

Inside the Farm, all was quiet except

for the dull whirring of the ventilators. Here it

begins - not with a Big Bang but a whimper,

Richards thought, wryly. Somewhere, in some

other part of himself, there was a feeling of

euphoria at this act of disobedience - this act

of power - he’d discretely set in train. He could

feel it coursing through his body as the

sleeper proteins stirred.

Leaving Adams to watch the code

snaking across the monitors, Richards headed

for the Gate. How prescient he’d been to
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deactivate the sensors earlier; he knew

without checking that the temperature was

within tolerance, though he could feel his

shirt, clammy against his skin. There would

be no subtle transition now, just an

algorithmic plummet; down, forwards and in.

Liberation without moral or physical

preparedness. Liberation without choice.

Carefully, Richards slid the final

partition aside and stepped into the still-

yellow glare, shielding his eyes. There’d been

another killing;

skin hung in

tatters from a

nearby tree.

Involuntarily, he

recoiled, despite

knowing he no

longer had cause

to be afraid.

These brutal

outbursts were

mere side effects

of the

neurological

transfer, and the process was at last speeding

towards completion.

Already it was getting dark. Slowly,

deliberately, he moved towards the service

light and flipped it on. Turning around, he

caught sight of the Hybrid, calmly regarding

him with his own eyes; set, colourlessly,

within his own, unravaged face. He was

unnerved in spite of himself, and could only

think to state the obvious: “It’s time.” “Yes.”

The response was equable. “You’ve initiated

the process.”

As if to underline the fact, a distant,

electronic whining could be heard, and the

ground trembled beneath their feet. “So. Soon

I will be out there and the pathogen will

spread.” “Not immediately, but yes. They’ll

never know how or when it happened.”

The Hybrid stepped closer. “Unlike you,

they won’t have glimpsed their fate.” “What do

you mean?” Richards shifted uneasily and

followed the Hybrid’s eyes to the tree. The

tattered skin had disappeared. “Didn’t the

Funders warn you? Initiating a fast-forward

without their permission has set certain other

processes in train. In here, time has become

unstable.”

With a

lurch, Richards

realised he’d set

his own trap. He

tried to bolt for

the partition, but

stumbled and

found himself

held fast. “Don’t

run. It would be

a shame to spoil

our last

moments

together. We’ve been so close. Like lovers in a

way.” The geneticist could feel the pulsing of

his internal organs under pressure. But it was

too late. The Hybrid was bending towards him.

The first incision produced a howl

which quickly turned into a shriek. It would

be impossible to say how long it lasted, but

the Hybrid worked methodically, protein by

protein, absorbing all the energy into his own

bloodstream. Upon finishing, he stopped to

hang Richards’ tattered skin from a nearby

tree. Moving towards the now open partition,

and the radiographer’s pre-programmed, false

innocence beyond, the Hybrid didn’t give him

a second glance.

…all was quiet except
for the dull whirring
of the ventilators.
Here it begins -
not with a Big Bang
but a whimper…
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No New Messages
by Marie Gethins

T
he fragmented phone screen clung

together—ice pieces over a frozen

data pond. She stroked it, her fingers

registered minute fissures. When the battery

went flat, a search of his bedside locker,

desk, and khaki messenger bag found

nothing. Theo misplaced chargers as routine.

She considered buying another, instead she

stitched a funeral sack for his mobile:

midnight velvet, silk cords cinched the

shroud closed.

 Theo had been a reluctant smartphone

recipient. Emma bought it for his last

birthday, determined to push the forty-year-

old into the Age of Modern Technology.

 ‘It will simplify your life,’ she said.

‘Bring you to a higher plane.’

 He frowned. ‘You know technology and

I have a fraught relationship.’

 ‘It’s super easy. I’ll set it up for you.’

 She guided him through the art of

email, texting, weather app usage, and

uploaded his favourite classical albums. Over

time he mastered the basics, yet locking his

screen seemed to elude him. Theo’s muffled

conversations with colleagues, accented by

the sharp percussion of car keys and loose

change interrupted Emma’s workday.

 ‘You’ve got to stop the pocket dialling,

Theo.’

 ‘Is that a recognised term?’

 ‘I’m beginning to wonder if you

invented it.’

 Several evenings, Emma pointed out

the tiny button at the top of his phone. Theo

watched her demonstration, shrugged, and

returned to his reading. The next morning or

afternoon, she would sigh when she heard

the whir of beans grinding, the hiss of steam

frothing milk at his favourite café. If she

worked late, yaps from their Shih Tzu, Chu

Ci, punctuated a gurgle as Theo poured

himself a Pinot Noir. She shouted into her

phone: ‘Theo, Theo, THEO.’ However his

background life chorus continued to pepper

holes in her schedule.

 She almost didn’t answer when Theo

called with his news. That day his pocket

dials had disrupted her concentration several

times. Emma’s annoyance gave way to

excitement as he said that his agent had

found a publisher. She smiled at his torrent

of broken phrases, pushed back her chair,

and moved to the window. Mist fingers rose

from the lawn, reached around the office park

with a silver glow. She pictured him striding

through the thickening twilight towards High
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Street—gesturing with one hand, the other

cradling his ear. Traffic noises increased, he

panted between exclamations.

At first, she scanned the office park

entrance. The tyre squeals and crushing

metal seemed

close by, almost

in the room

with her.

Confused

voices, muted

swearing

followed. She

pressed the

phone into her

scalp, called

into the black

box, ‘Theo,

Theo, THEO.’

Hurried

footsteps on pavement and a siren replied.

Days and nights blurred. She let

others guide her through the memorial

service and burial. When the sympathisers

melted away, Emma sat for hours on the

couch holding Chu Ci. Both of them waited

for the measured pace that would not return.

She tried to replay her mental soundtrack of

that night, struggled to add what she must

have heard but couldn’t remember: the heavy

thump of flesh to metal, the mobile clattering

against asphalt, and the fracturing of glass.

Had Theo managed a few final words?

Silent now, the mobile rode in her

pocket during the day. It swayed and tapped

her thigh as she walked, a gentle weight in

her lap when she sat at her desk. She carved

out a hollow and placed it on his pillow every

night, within easy reach. Chu Ci began to

steal the phone, hiding it under cabinets and

cushions. When she slipped it into her

pocket, the dog growled.

 On Theo’s birthday, she made his

favourite meal, setting a place for him. The

black pouch lay

in the centre of

his plate.

Emma told the

empty chair

how much she

missed him, the

sounds of his

moving through

daily life. Her

phone vibrated

on the table:

vmmm, vmmm.

Theo’s name

and face

appeared on the screen. With shaking hands,

she tapped the green circle and lifted the

mobile to her ear.

‘Hello? Theo?’

Static clouded the speaker.

‘Theo, is that you?’

Emma closed her eyes and strained to

hear. Soft, muffled voices. The faint tones of

an orchestral string section. Laughter.

Chu Ci whined.

‘Quiet!’ Emma pressed her ear to the

phone. ‘Theo?’

 Silence. Names raced up the screen as

she scrolled to his mobile number. It rang

out. Theo’s familiar voicemail message began.

A scramble sounded across the table.

Emma looked up. The dog sat in his chair,

yapping at the pouch. A white feather lay

across the velvet, quivering with each bark.

Mist fingers rose
from the lawn,
reached around
the office park
with a silver glow.
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The Way of All Flesh
by Dan Coxon

F
or my sixtieth birthday my wife bought

me an hour with a prostitute. Her name

was Destiny. Emily slipped one of her

flyers into my birthday card, along with a date

and a time, and a booking at the Holiday Inn

behind the station. The photo on the flyer was

of a young lady, reddish blonde hair, her face

rendered featureless as if it was made of melted

wax. She looked so perfect as to be unreal.

‘It’s about time you enjoyed yourself,’

Emily said, her face blank. ‘You get a pass. Just

this once.’

She had lost interest in our physical

relationship several years ago. If she knew

about me amusing myself on the Internet late at

night, behind a locked study door, she

mentioned nothing of it.

The morning of my rendezvous I

showered for longer than usual. It stood to

reason that Destiny would have met with older

gentlemen before, but that didn’t mean I

shouldn’t make an effort. It made it feel less like

whatever it really was.

Picking up my keys from the bowl in the

hallway, I could see Emily in the lounge with

five of her friends. There were cakes on doilies,

candles flickering at the corners of the fireplace.

The room smelled of sandalwood and something

bitter, like burnt orange. She smiled at me in a

knowing way and I waved. Through the window

I could see the ladies watching as I reversed

down the drive.

The hotel room was nice but I didn’t have

long to wait. Destiny knocked on the hour and I

let her in. It was pleasing to see that she was so

punctual. To my surprise, once her clothes were

piled on the floor she looked exactly like her

photo. Her face was pretty too, in a rather

characterless way. I must confess that my

attention was elsewhere.

As for the act itself, thankfully I hadn’t

forgotten what to do. Everything still functioned

as it should. She was wonderful in that respect,

seeming to know exactly what I wanted, often

before I figured it out myself. A gentleman

doesn’t like to brag, but I believe we both

enjoyed ourselves.

When the hour was almost up she

handed me a cloth from the bathroom to wipe

myself down, and vanished behind the mirrored

door. It was as I pulled my trousers up that I

spotted that the door was still ajar, and I saw

her standing in the dim fluorescent light. At

first I thought she was scratching. Then I saw

her fingers pull the flap of skin away,

meticulously peeling it down her chest and over

her legs as one might peel an orange, that

beautiful, flawless skin crumpling in a heap on

the tiles as Emily stepped out of it. She ran her

fingers through her dry, grey hair and turned to

look at me, but my vision was already misting,

my breath tightening in my chest.

Then she closed the door.
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ALTERN-8
by Zoe Ranson

T
he spell was broken by the arrival of

the first ambulance which careered

through the gates at a quarter to

nine. It skidded and mounted the

kerb at the turning circle, tyres sinking into the

rain-softened turf. Paramedics launched from

the back of the vehicle and worked their way

through the hysterical crowd, slipping through

with some resistance as though wading through

partially set jelly. You consider how we found

respect for these people in uniforms that night,

when we’d been preaching exactly the opposite -

and how they looked like Ghostbusters in their

boiler suits, funny shaped tanks strapped to

their backs.

Leah Burton is carried out. Her face is

mangled as though her features have been

muddled somehow, like playing cards before a

magic trick. Sandra Falk is next, bolting and

convulsing on a stretcher, buckles securing her

limbs. Her eyes are rolled back into her head.

You sit holding Jenn’s hair away from her

face as she bends over a drain cover and wonder

about your lift home. You look for cars, but none

are there. You see Ann-Marie Kent and Emma

Barbour lingering by the Netball courts.

Whenever you hear Emma’s name in registration

you wonder if people think of the jacket. You

always think of the elephant.

The car you want is the colour of

sharkskin, and you’re hopeful it won’t overlap

with the departing ambulances stacked with

fresh teenage casualties. You watch the vans as

they round the bend. At the lights they join

together like a conga chain bathed in a blue

wash.

A female police constable is on the steps

talking with Miss Macey. Miss Macey’s face is the

colour of Philadelphia and her long velveteen

dress makes her look like medieval, not dressed,

like everyone else, for Halloween. By their feet is

the ruined crown for Carnival Queen, her

appointment still pending, trampled in the rush.

Peter Lightowler is kicking a Ribena

carton round the same scrubby oblong of

ground. “I’m not sure about this,” he murmurs,

then squawks and makes a simulation of a beat,

before shrieking, ‘come with me - in ecstacy!’ in a

demented, girlish voice. He still wears the yellow

dust mask, a black-inked capital ‘A’ in the

centre.

‘Harriet,’ someone says, and you turn.

You imagine it’s your father and he’s coming to

save you. All you know is, you won’t be able to

get away from her the next time. Because, when

the teacher’s aren’t looking, Andrea Weighman

will find you and beat you, as she threatened to

at the start of the night before the disco was

diluted with tragi-comic diversions, her skinny

fists sharpened with glitzy rings. And as you

make a getaway, you see her standing out of

reach beside Emma Barbour looking like an

elephant, and you laugh.
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The Third Floor
by Rebecca J. Parfitt

A
s the lift made its descent from the 14th floor, I

reapplied my lipstick, excitedly anticipating a late

dinner date. The floor numbers flashed up as I

went down: 5, 4, 3… At floor three the lift

stopped. I continued to preen, facing the mirror with my

back turned to the opening doors. I glanced at the reflection

behind me: a long dark corridor, lit only by green fire escape

lighting. No sign of anybody. I was the last to leave, probably.

The doors remained open for the usual time and then began

to close. Except they didn’t, not fully, they stopped midway

to reopen as though someone had stepped inside at the last

minute. I pushed the button and they finally closed. I

remained facing the mirror, drawing on eyeliner. The lift

hadn’t moved. I felt a growing sense of apprehension – not

wanting to be stuck for the night – and pushed the button

again. Nothing happened. But something else: something

felt different, the compartment seemed smaller as if someone

was indeed present. I pushed the button twice, jamming it

hard. Then I felt something just behind me: a breeze at the

back of my neck like a long laboured breath. Alarmed by this

sudden change in atmosphere and increasingly panicked by

the stopped lift I dropped my bag, spilling the contents, and

was now pushing and pushing at every damn button, but

still it did not move. Again, the breath at my neck, stronger

this time, lengthier, with a chesty rattle. I turned, nothing

there, nothing but my own reflection in the mirror. And then

the doors opened. Remaining still, I waited, seeing the green

lights and the corridor as before and as I looked I felt

something touching the skin on the back of my neck,

something distinctly like a tongue, tasting me.
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Jake of the Lantern
by Dan Powell

J
ake changed as soon as he was home from

school. Jumper off and dumped on the

end of the bed, skeleton onesie, bone

gloves and skull mask chucked on, while

downstairs Mum tipped oven chips and chicken

nuggets into metal trays. The costume, last

year’s, hung an inch or two above his ankles,

and inch or so above his wrists, and the velcro

up the back popped open when he moved but,

armed with his plastic cauldron bucket and his

Jack O’Lantern torch, he didn’t care.

The phone rang during dinner and Mum

got up and walked down the hall to answer it.

Jake held his knife and fork still, stopped

chewing but could tell her tone that it was Dad

calling to cancel, even before she said, No, you

can tell him yourself, and marched back up the

hall and into the kitchen and handed Jake the

phone. He pressed it to his ear quick but heard

just the hum of the dial tone and Jake tapped

the red button, got up from his chair at the table

without a word and walked down the hall to the

telephone table by the front door to replace the

handset on the dock.

I can take myself, he said to Mum as he helped

her with the drying up.

You’re only seven, she said.

Can’t you take me?

Sorry love, your sister’s asleep

upstairs. I don’t want to disturb her now she’s

finally asleep and she’ll need her feed when

she wakes up. Maybe Mark can take you when

he gets in from work.

After they finished clearing up the

kitchen, Jake took himself and sat on the

stairs and watched the front door and the

phone. Perhaps Dad would come anyway this

time. But Dad hadn’t come any other time

he’d phoned like that. Not since he’d gone to

live with his new family and Mark had moved

in with Mum, a while before Jake’s new baby

sister arrived.

Jake sat and waited for Anna to start

screaming and for Mum to go upstairs. He

smiled as she ruffled his hair and bent to kiss

his forehead and said, Never mind love, I’ll

make it up to you, as she passed, then, while

she was busy with the baby, he picked up his

bucket and his torch and slipped out the front

door. Dad’s new house wasn’t far away. He

could trick or treat his way, just as he had

planned to do with Dad, so long as he was

careful and stood well back from the doors so

that nobody could grab him like Mum always

told him to.

The nearest neighbours filled his

bucket with treats. You out on your own this

year, Jake? they asked and he replied saying,
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Mum says it’s okay for me to just do the street

on my own, and the nearest neighbours nodded

and smiled and said, Say hello to your mum for

me. The next street, where most people didn’t

know him by name, they watched him with

concern, asked him, Does your mum know

you’re out on your own like this? but still gave

him treats and sent him on his way, though they

watched him make his way down the street a

little before finally closing their doors.

Three streets in, as he walked, he trailed

his fingers through his haul, dug through the

Moam sticks and bags of Haribo to see what

other treasures he had been given. When he

looked up the street looked not unfamiliar, he

had seen the street before, had perhaps been

driven down it on the way to the swimming pool

or the library, but still he could not link this

patch of town with where his Mum lived or

where Dad’s new house was, even after he

retraced his steps.

It was colder now and the sky was

swollen with darkness and he flicked on his

torch, let its weak beam light his footsteps,

stopped again only once he was sure that he

was lost. He knew Mum’s house was

somewhere behind him, Dad’s house

somewhere in front, knew the streets and

houses all around him were the same ones

that had always surrounded him, since he

was too young to walk, but here, between his

two houses, he suddenly felt so very, very far

from home.

It was colder now
and the sky was swollen

with darkness
and he flicked on his torch,

let its weak beam light
his footsteps, stopped again

only once he was sure
that he was lost.
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The Haunting of
Annabelle Finn

by Jo Mazelis

Y
ou asked me about my poor sister.

What changed her from the lovely girl

you remembered? There was one

devastating and almost unbelievable

event that I will try to describe.

 When she was fifteen my sister and her

friend went for a holiday with Sophie’s aunt. No

harm, it seemed, could come to Annabelle there

– or so our parents thought.

 According to Annabelle, one evening

when they were preparing to go out, she was

sitting on her bed watching Sophie dry her hair.

Everything in the bedroom they’d been given

was covered with roses. The wallpaper, which

had the appearance of satin, had trailing pink

roses. The bed quilts were decorated with

stylized red roses the size of dinner plates. The

curtains had a trellis effect with salmon-

coloured rosebuds bursting through here and

there. The dressing table set of hairbrush,

hand mirror and comb was painted with

bouquets of wild roses. In contrast the

furniture was inky black with spindly legs and

claw feet, while every picture in the room

depicted women in flowing gowns and

prancing men in flower-choked bowers.

 There was something odd happening in

the pictures, Annabelle said, but she didn’t

know what. Three women coyly smiled as a

man in yellow silk pantaloons bowed to them.

Another lady held a rose close to her face as a

gentleman gave her a sinister smile.

 Annabelle grew bored of watching

Sophie and flopped back on the bed. She

sighed heavily and shut her eyes. She stroked

the bed cover, she said. If she stroked one way

it felt smooth, but when she ran her fingers in

the other direction the sensation was rough;

she could almost sense small barbs of the

fabric catching in the ridges of her fingertips.

Then she heard, or thought she heard, a voice.

 It was harsh both in sound and in the

emotion it conveyed. It hissed one word at her.

The word was her name. And it seemed to be

right next to her. She opened her eyes

expecting to find Sophie standing over her,
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smirking, teasing, waiting. But Sophie was still

on the other side of the room, preening and

frowning at the mirror.

 Annabelle sat up and blinked. ‘Did you…’

she began, but trailed off as Sophie’s innocent,

vaguely inquiring, vaguely distracted eyes

turned toward her.  Annabelle could see that

Sophie was completely oblivious and clearly

hadn’t scampered over, whispered ‘Annabelle’ in

a nasty, hungry hiss, then gone back to the

mirror.

  ‘I thought I heard a voice. Did you just

call me?’

  ‘No.’

 Annabelle passed it off as the result of her

drowsy state, the strange house, the noise of the

hairdryer.

 It was, for the time being, forgotten.

 The girls had very different personalities,

as you know Annabelle was beautiful and bright

and full of life, while Sophie was weak in

character, silly and shy.

 One day there was some small trouble

with the aunt and Sophie answered back. Her

punishment was to sleep alone in the attic

room – the thought of which terrified her.

 Annabelle went to bed that night more

concerned with Sophie’s terror than anything

else – nothing scared her or nothing silly

anyway. She fell asleep that night listening to

Sophie’s muffled sobs and heartily despising

the aunt.

 She woke at around three, perhaps the

moment Sophie’s crying finally stopped -

certainly it was very quiet and completely

dark. She slipped from bed to turn on the light

but found that the bulb had died. Groping

quietly about in the dark she pulled Sophie’s

suitcase from under the bed as she knew

there was a torch inside.

 As soon as the case was open

Annabelle was engulfed in the heady scent of

roses. Her first thought was that a scent bottle

had broken and so somewhat gingerly she

thrust her hands inside the case, wary of

broken glass. She expected to encounter the

soft swathes of Sophie’s clothes, the cotton

and polyester and nylon of her shirts and

shorts and underwear, but instead there were

loose velvety clusters of fragile objects that she

could not at first make sense of. As she stirred

the contents wave upon wave of the cloying

perfume drifted up. She lifted one of the

complicated clusters and explored its shape

with her fingers. It was a rose.

 Sophie’s suitcase was full of nothing

but decapitated roses.

 She brushed the soft fleshy flower

against her lips. Such a sweet scent, so

smooth, so warm. Like skin. Like a kiss, she

thought. Oh yes, like the mouth of a beautiful

boy.
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 That was the last thing she remembered.

 She awoke the next morning to a horrible

scream. She was lying on the floor with one of

Sophie’s socks balled up in her hand. The

bedroom door flew open and there was the aunt,

her eyes wild, as incoherent cries and broken

words flew from her mouth.

 Sophie had disappeared during the night,

she had climbed down the guttering and fled

through the back gate.

 The garden had been the aunt’s pride and

joy, filled with roses of every kind but

apparently, as she made her getaway, timid little

Sophie had laid waste to every single flower so

that broken fragments of stem and leaf and

bruised flower head lay everywhere. Sophie

was never heard of again.

 And Annabelle was not the same girl

after. She spent many lonely and troubling

years in an institution but now, a little

improved, she’s able to visit my wife and I

every other Sunday.

  As you know, we recently moved to a

beautiful cottage in the country. When we first

saw it my wife was particularly taken with the

lavender and rosebushes in the walled garden.

I swear I heard her sobbing when I went into

the garden and began to dig up all the roses.

But I may have been mistaken, perhaps it was

the wind.
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